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Communicated by the Editors 
Consider a statistical model, given by the distribution of the observation X, con- 
ditional on the parameter 6, and the prior distribution of the parameter 8. Let H, 
denote the function that maps the prior mean and the prior covariance matrix into 
the posterior mean and the posterior covariance matrix, when X=.x is observed. 
We prove that if the conditional distribution of X belongs to an exponential family, 
then the function H, characterizes the distribution of XI 0. ‘i”l 1990 Academic PRESS, IIIC 
For conjugate priors, widely used in Bayesian Statistics, the calculation 
of the posterior distributions reduces to the updating of hyperparameters. 
Choosing the prior to match a certain functional form proposed by 
the. likelihood may, however, be against the intension of having the 
statisticians’ prior beliefs expressed by this prior distribution. Nevertheless, 
in large and complex models such as nonlinear time series, a reasonable 
statistical analysis can seldom be established without the use of conjugate 
priors. 
Models for approximating the posterior, if no conjugate prior exists, 
have been proposed, see, for instance, West, Harrison, and Migon [lo]. 
We give a simplified description of that kind of approximation. Instead of 
using the posterior, which is difficult to calculate, it is assumed that the 
prior and the approximate posterior distribution match a certain functional 
form; i.e., they belong to some prespecified exponential family. An updating 
algorithm for the first two moments is then used. For instance, in the algo- 
rithm corresponding to the mean of a normal distribution, the posterior 
mean is a weighted mean of the prior mean and the sample mean and the 
posterior precision matrix is the sum of the prior precision matrix and the 
sample precision matrix. 
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In this paper we try to solve the problem whether in the case of con- 
jugate priors such an “approximate Bayes” updating implies the functional 
form of the model. Let us for a fixed likelihood function, denote the 
updating algorithm of the first two moments by H,; i.e., for each x in the 
sample space, H, is the operator that maps the prior mean and the prior 
covariance matrix into the posterior mean and the posterior covariance 
matrix, posterior to observing X. We shall show that two models belonging 
to exponential families, with the same support and with the same updating 
algorithm, are equal. 
To give an implication for the problem of eliciting priors (and likelihood 
functions), assume that we are interested in a parameter that is the location 
parameter of our model. Agreeing that the posterior “estimate” of the 
location parameter is a weighted mean of the observation and the prior 
“estimate” and that the precision increases independently of the value of 
the observation is then equivalent to the elicitation of the full normal 
model. Whereas the elicitation of a full model requires an infinity of 
probability judgements, the choice of the updating algorithm is sometimes 
less complex and provides (with the mentioned restrictions) the same 
information. 
We admit that our theorem is just a first step towards identifying the 
model from a given updating function. Another problem to solve is a 
description of all coherent updating functions, i.e., a representation 
theorem for those mappings that are updating algorithms corresponding to 
probability distributions. 
UNIQUENESS OF THE UPDATING ALGORITHM 
Diaconis and Ylvisaker [2] proved that, subject to regularity conditions, 
E(m(6) 1 X) = aX+ b for some a, b E R, where the conditional distribution 
of X given 0 belongs to a regular exponential family with E(XI (3) = m(O) iff 
the distribution of 0 belongs to a conjugate exponential family. Goel and 
DeGroot [4] showed that only normal distributions have linear ‘posterior 
expectations in linear regression. Ericson [S] and Goldstein [6] consider 
the problem of uniqueness of the prior moments when the posterior 
expectation is a linear function of the observation. An extension to scale 
parameters is given in Goel [S]. 
We shall show that the updating algorithm for the mean and variance 
characterizes the type of distribution of the natural parameter 8 in the case 
the conditional distribution of the observation, given 0, belongs to an 
exponential family with natural parameter 0. This situation includes, 
possibly after reparametrization, the conjugate prior case. Let XE Rk be the 
k-dimensional observation, t? E 8 E Iw” the m-dimensional parameter, 8 
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open, and assume that a o-finite measure p, measurable functions 
g,(x), . . . . g,(x), b(O), q,(O) exist, such that X( 0 has a density &(x) with 
respect to /A and 8 has a density n(8) with respect to the m-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure, given by 
f@(X) = cj(B)&+“‘” (1) 
71(e) cc eqqe) no(e) (2) 
with /?E!%“, CIEIW,. To simplify the notation, we shall use the symbols 
XI f3 - E(p, g, 4) and 8 - K(q4, CI, b, q,). The posterior density of 8; i.e., the 
density of 8 ) x is then K(4, E + 1, p + g(x), q). Suppose, for all n 2 1 and 
Xl 2 . . . . x,, ok, . . . . X, has finite second-order moments. We define a 
mapping I&IX, /?), where a E IR + and /I E B c_ R”, B open, by 
$(a, PI = (vQl(a, B), $A4 B))’ 
Ma, PI = Ed-? = -&d,no.z.P)W 
and 
$2(a, p) = E&e - Ea,p(W(e - -%,A~))T~ 
+r is the mean vector and $2 is the covariance matrix. Let, for x E Rk, 
K, denote the mapping K,: R, x B-+ R, x B, given by KJa, B)= 
(a + l), fi + g(x)). For prior hyperparameters a and b the posterior hyper- 
parameters are K,(a, 8). The updating algorithm of the prior mean and 
prior covariance is then defined by H,, the updating function, given by 
domain( H,) = t+Q R + x B) and 
For each XE R”, prior mean m, and prior covariance C, H,(m, C) is the 
posterior mean and the posterior covariance. We shall assume throughout 
the paper that the order of differentiation and integration may be inter- 
changed. 
To clarify the notation, we give two examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let X1 8 - NJ& Z), where Nk denotes the k-dimensional 
Gaussian distribution and I is the identity matrix. Then if 0 - N&, p- ‘I) 
and p is a scalar, 
H.xb, P-IO = ((PP + -~Y(P + 11, (P + 1 I-’ OT. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Let XI 8 - P(%) and 8 - y(cc, p), where P and y denotes the 
Poisson and the gamma distribution. Let p and a2 denote the prior mean 
and the prior variance, respectively. Then t+k(cc, fi) = (a//?, a//?‘)’ and 
HAP> c’) = ( 
p* + xc7* (p’ + Xd)c? T 
yci7’ (p++*)2 . > 
It is more convenient to express H, in terms of the prior mean and the 
prior coefficient of variation, v = a*/~, 
K(P,u)= ( 
m+xv v T - - 
> l+v’l+u . 
LEMMA. Let for 8 E 0 G R”, 0 open, f@(x) = r$(%)eRT(.“’ be the density 
with respect to a o-finite measure p of a k-variate variable X, where g(x) = 
(gl(x), . . . . gm(x))T and the functions g,(x), . . . . g,(x), 1 are ZinearZy independ- 
ent on supp(p). Let for 1 Q i, j < m, &+4/a%i and d2@Bi aej exist and define, 
for Y E Rk, q(e) by 
(4) 
Then 
(a) Zf co,(%) has a mode % in 0, it is unique and given by the solution 
of(l<i<m), 
a In fj 
gi(Y)= -x ( =E8(gi)). 
I 0 
(b) Let %‘= (%y, . . . . %“,)’ E 0, z(e) a density such that ~(8) > 0 on 0, 
and 1 leil n(e) d% < 00 for 16 i< m. Let (y,,) be a (nonrandom) sequence, 
with y, E Rk, such that for aN 1 < i Q m, j co,,(%). . . We, %,x(e) d% exists. 
Then (i) and (ii) are equivalent, where 
(i) birnmf,i g(yi)=E@(g)= -(?,...,%)I 
1=1 I m  0 = 80 
and 
(ii) for all 1 di<m, 
So,,(%)...0,“(%)%,~(%)d% 
2% j co,,(%) . . .0,..(e) 7~(e) de 
= ep. 
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Remark 1. (a) is a well-known property of an exponential family 
Barndorff-Nielsen [ 1 ] ) and is included for completeness only. 
(see 
Remark 2. The sequence (y,) in (b) is a sequence of nonrandom 
vectors. We shall prove that the updating function H, characterizes the 
distribution of X given 0. Thus we shall prove that if H, and A, are 
updating functions and H, = A, for a specified set of vectors x, then 
certain probability measures are the same, which is a statement including 
no reference to randomness whatsoever. Just think of the well known 
characterization of probability measures by their Fourier transform, i.e., 
p(x) = q(x) for sufficiently many x, then p = q. 8’ does not refer to any 
“true” value of the parameter. 
Remark 3. If the sequence (y,) is a sequence of observations (which we 
do not assume), then (b) can be read as follows: Let C g( y,)/n + g E R”. 
Then g = EBog for a 0’ E 0, if and only if the posterior mean of 8 given 
Y , , . . . . y, converges to 0’. If, for instance, the yi are independent and identi- 
cally distributed with density foe and if g has a finite covariance matrix, 
then the posterior mean converges a.e. The converse follows without the 
assumption of finite second moments. 
Proof of the lemma. (a) 4 is d ff i erentiable, (8w,,/#,)(@ = 0, iff 
(&@%i)(0)= -g,(y)d(@. NOW suppose for 16i~m, (@/LWi)(0)= 
-g,(Y) 4th. Then - ((a5jjaeiej)(f?)), j = #(19) Cov(g,, gj)i,j is positive 
definite, proving (a). 
(b) Let (y,) be a sequence of k-dimensional vectors. To prove 
(i) =S (ii), let 2, = C?=, g(y,)/n and 8’ E 0 with lim, _ x1 g, = g = Ee g. To 
show that (ii) holds, let m,=sup, egTB#(Q). We assume that mo< CO. (If 
m, = co, the proof requires minor changes.) Let 0 <E < 1, q > 0. no, open 
U, and V, exist, such that no EN, U,, V, G R” and V, E U,, and for n > no, 
ed: 
egTs#(tl) < (1 - &)mO 
for n>n,, eE V,, 
egze& 0) > l-E m, 
( > 2 
and 
sup le, -e;t <‘I. 
lCj~:m,OEU, 
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Then for 1 <j<m, 1~ (0, l}, 
so that 
and 
which implies for 1 6 j < m, 
TO prove (ii) G- (i), let for 1 <j < m, 
with 8’ E 0. We have to show that g, = C;= 1 g( yJ/n + E@(g). Assume that 
g, + g # ,?I&( g). We conclude that V, = { 8 I og( 0) > E + og( t9”)} is nonvoid 
for an E > 0. Let pu, be any accumulation point of the sequence of proba- 
bility measures with densities 
683/33/Z-6 
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For any closed set FG V;, pL,(F)=O, so that supp(pu,)c V,nsupp(z), 
the closure taken in [ - co, co]“. V, is convex, so the mean of pL7. is in V,,, 
in contradiction to fP$ V,. 
The following theorem shows that for exponential families and conjugate 
priors the updating function H, completely identities the conditional 
distribution of the observation. 
Suppose that two exponential families E(,u, g, 4) and E(fi, 2, T), two 
open subset 0 and C? c KY’, and two priors K(& ~1, B, rr,J and K(& tl, p, E0) 
with ~120 and figB~[W”, B open, are given. Denote the updating 
functions by H., and Ef,. Suppose 
(a) SUPP(P) = SUPPGL 
(b) supp(rr,) = 8, supp(Z,) = 8, rcO > 0 on 0, and fit, > 0 on 6, 
(c) g(x) and g(x) are differentiable, {g;(x), . . . . g;(x)} are linearly 
independent and for all I3 E 0, 1 d i < m, J g;(x) egcxjTH d,u(x) exists, 
(d) @(a, B) and ~(CG P) exist and for fixed ~20, $(cI,.) and &cl,.) 
are injective on B. Let on the image of $(a, .), $ -‘(a, . ) denote the inverse 
of $(E,. ). For fixed CI, assume that p = 5 - ’ 0 $ be differentiable, i.e., 
8~ ap -- 
ag, ' -' ap,, 
exist. 
THEOREM. rffor two exponentialfamilies satisfying (a)-(d), H, = fi,, for 
all x E supp(p), then g(x) = g(x), supp(rr,) = supp(it,), and a s E [w + exists 
with cj(l?) = s&(e) on supp(rr,). 
Remark 4. p and fi are o-finite measures. Multiplying p by a positive 
constant s gives the same exponential family, i.e., E(s~, g, d//s) = E(p, g, 4). 
4 is thus identified only up to a (positive) constant. 
To give a short discussion of the assumptions (a)-(d): The updating 
function H, is defined for x E supp(p), so that H.r = B, requires supp(p) = 
supp(,G). (b) and (c) are technical assumptions to simplify the proof. The 
linear independence of {g\(x), . . . . gL(x)} is equivalent to the linear 
independence of {g,(x), . . . . g,(x), 1> and assures that m is the minimal 
dimension for the parameter 8. The differentiability of p is again a technical 
assumption. Ic/ and $ are mappings from a (m + l)-dimensional manifold 
into an (m(m + 3)/2)-dimensional manifold, so that the assumption of 
injectivity is no restriction. 
Proofofthetheorem. Letp:R+xB+R+xB,begivenbyp=$P’oII/. 
Wewritepasp=(p,,...,p,)T,wherep,:lR+xB+lQ+ andforldi<m, 
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Pi: R+xB+B. Now H,ot)=II/oK, and H,o$=$oK, imply 
p o K, = RX op. Written coordinatewise, this is pO(cc + 1, /I + g(x)) = 
pO(cc, p) + 1 and for 1~ i< m, p,(a + 1, /I + g(x)) = pi(a, p) + gi(x). 
Differentiation with respect to fik leads to (~pJ@,)(a + 1, fl + g(x)) = 
(dpi/i3jk)(a, p) for 1 < i, k < m, so that 
I:(x)=k~~~~(a+l,P+g(x))g;(sJ 
= kzl G$ (4 PI A(x). 
The linear independence of g;(x), . . . . gk(x) implies that +,/a/?, does not 
depend on a and /II, so that (cik := ap,/aj?,) 
k=l 
* h 
= k;, ap, (a + 1, P + g(x)) g;(x) 
gives apO/dfik= 0, so that functions ro(a), r,(a), . . . . r,(a) exist, such that 
ro(a + 1) = r,(a) + 1, ri(a + 1) = ri(a) for 1 < i 6 m and 
\rm(a) + CT= 1 %kbk/ 
Let r(a) = (rl(a), . . . . r,(a))= and C= (cik). Then 
for a 2 0 and p E B. Define functions m(a, 8) and fi(a, fl) and fi(a, 8) by 
m(a, b) = In f eSTeq5”(0) x0(6) d0 and fi(a, 8) = In j eBTB&f3) ii,(e) de. We 
have 
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(analogously for $, and 5,). This gives 
a2m a ahi -_ 
afiiabj-% P, r=ro(a),p=r(aj+c~ ( I > 
so that 14~ = tj2 C, which gives C = I (I++~ is positive definite), g(x) = b(x), 
and Kx=Rx. 
Let xi, . . . . x, E supp(,~). Then for 16 j < m, 
1 e, e=:= 1g(x?jn(e) e%pyq no(e) de 
S e~:=lg(-~l)TOq(e) e~‘ ~ye) 7to(e) de 
= S e,,C=l g(ds @ye) e(P+r(So)Te&m(a)(e) f,(e) d  
S eX~=Ig(-~,)TQ @ye) e(P+da))TfJp(a)(e) jge) de 
We shall prove that this implies d(0) =s&‘(e) fo_r a SE [w + and all 
8 E supp(n,,) = supp(ii,). It is sufhcient to prove 6 = & and 4(e) = s&e) for 
a s > 0 and all 0 E 0 n a. Let 8’ E 0. A sequence of k-dimensional vectors 
x 1, ..., X n, .*. E supp(p) exist, such that i C?=, g(x,) + E@g. The lemma 
implies 
j ejed=, &,Ffl iye) Ref(e) 7to(e) de 
f eX~=lg(-dTO b”(e) ePebye) no(e) de + ‘Fj”, 
for all 1 <<<mm, so that 
J ejed= I g(xdTn p(e) 
J ,Z= 1 g(do p(e) 
e(P+ r(a))T3jWa)(e) ii, de --) e. 
e(B +r(a)Fe &Ma)(e) it,(e) de J ’ 
for alj 1 <j< m. We concluje 0 c 6 and by symmetry, 8 c 8, so that 
@ = d, and supp(rco) = @ = 8 = supp(it,). Now let 8’ E 8 n 6. The lemma 
implies (l/n)C:=, g(x,)-+Ei,~,;,O(g)= -(alniW,, . . . . alniWul,=,, 
so that for eOEOna and l,<j<m, 
a In 4 a In 6 
ae, e,eO =att, e=eO' 
Constants sk exist. such that $(f?) = s,$(B) on each open component of 
0 n &. The functions l eg(x’Tz dp(x) and 1 egcxJTz db(x) are defined for 
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Re(z) E 0 n 6 and analytic in stripes Re(z) E (a,, b,) x . . . x (a,, 6,) E 
0 n a. We conclude that the constants sk have to be the same, proving the 
theorem. 
CONCLUSION 
For a Bayesian analysis both the prior distribution of the parameter 6’ 
and the conditional distribution of the observation X, given 8, have to be 
specified. Although there are many ways to elicitate the prior distribution, 
some people feel uneasy when they have to choose something as complex 
as a distribution. They might be able to give a subjective guess for a finite 
number of functionals such as the mean and the variance. The choice of the 
distribution of the observation seems to be as difficult. It might be easier 
to describe how an observation changes the mean and the variance of the 
parameter. We showed that in many cases (exponential families) this infor- 
mation suffices to assure the uniqueness of the statistical model. We do not 
know, however, how to reconstruct the model. It is an interesting problem 
to give conditions for a function H, to be the updating function for the 
mean and the variance of a parameter and to describe the statistical model 
behind this function. 
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